Mission In The New Testament
Mission in the New Testament-William J. Larkin 1998 This book presents a
comprehensive articulation of New Testament teachings on mission from a contemporary
American evangelical standpoint. Mission in the New Testament contributes a fresh
statement of the biblical foundations of mission, serving as a catalyst for completion of the
church's universal mission in this generation. After investigating the historical background
of the idea of mission in the Hebrew Scriptures, inter-testamental Judaism, the life of Jesus
and the beginnings of the church, the book proceeds in a roughly canonical order through
the New Testament. Essays analyze the works of Paul, the Synoptic gospels, Acts of the
Apostles, the General Epistles, and the Book of Revelation. Well-versed in the historicalcritical method of biblical interpretation, editors and contributors alike offer a cogent
argument for recovering the "missional horizon" of the New Testament.

New Testament and Mission-Johannes Nissen 2007 This book brings together insights
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from two fields of study: biblical scholarship and missiology. The Great Commission in
Matthew's Gospel is often seen as the biblical foundation for mission. The New Testament,
however, reflects a variety of models for mission. Each model is examined with regard to
historical meaning as well as hermeneutical significance. The final chapter focuses on three
issues of great importance for the present situation: unity and diversity in mission, the
gospel in relation to cultures, and Bible and dialogue models.

Women in Mission-Susan E. Smith 2015-02-25 In matters of mission history, most major
works that treat the full sweep of the church's missional self-understanding are less than
helpful in understanding women's part of that narrative. Smith tries to redress the balance
with a comprehensive history of mission that highlights the critical contributions of women,
as well as the theological developments that influenced their role. --From publisher's
description.

Why Mission?-Dean Flemming 2015-11-03 Recent years have seen heightened interest in
how to read scripture from a missional perspective. This book addresses that question by
exploring both how the New Testament bears witness to the mission of God and how it
energizes the church to participate in that mission. It also makes a distinctive contribution
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by applying a missional reading to a variety of New Testament books, offering insights into
New Testament theology and serving today’s discussions about mission and the church.
“Dean Flemming has written a game-changing book on the interpretation of scripture for
the mission of the church. This relatively slim but rich volume is absolutely mandatory
reading for all serious students of the New Testament and for all who wish to understand
the church's participation in the mission of God. It should be on the syllabus of every
ecclesially focused course on the New Testament and every biblically attuned course in
ecclesiology and in missiology.” —Michael J. Gorman, Raymond E. Brown Professor of
Biblical Studies and Theology, St. Mary's Seminary and University, Baltimore, MD “I am
always grateful when another book by Dean Flemming appears. His writing arises out of his
significant cross-cultural experience, his outstanding scholarship, and his careful listening
to the Spirit in the text. This book is written clearly and is full of nourishing insight.”
—Michael W. Goheen, Professor of Missiology, Calvin Theological Seminary, Grand Rapids,
MI; former Geneva Chair of Worldview Studies, Trinity Western University, Langley, BC;
and Teaching Fellow in Mission Studies, Regent College, Vancouver, BC “‘Why mission?’ is
a critical question, one not asked or understood often enough. Here is a stirring reading of
the New Testament that demonstrates a living triune God on mission, bringing redemption
to the world through a living apostolic church. So much rich theological interpretation
packed into a small book!” —Nijay K. Gupta, assistant professor of New Testament, George
Fox Evangelical Seminary, Portland, OR “Since writing The Mission of God, I have felt guilty
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that it paid so much more attention to a missional reading of the Old than of the New
Testament. This fine book relieves me of that guilt. This is an outstandingly clear and
faithful exposition of what it means to read the New Testament from the perspective of, and
with the intention of participating in, the mission of God as revealed in the whole Bible.”
—Christopher J. H. Wright, International Ministries Director, Langham Partnership

Jesus and the Origins of the Gentile Mission-Michael F. Bird 2006 Bird argues that
Jesus was attempting to achieve and enact the restoration of Israel, and in continuity with
other strands of Jewish belief, Jesus conceived of the restoration of Israel as resulting in the
salvation of the gentiles. Jesus' mission was Israel-centric, but he espoused a view of
restoration that was indebted to certain strands of Israel's sacred traditions where the
gentiles are implicit beneficiaries of Israel's salvation. Since this restoration was already
being partially realized in Jesus' ministry, it was becoming possible for gentiles to begin
sharing in Israel's salvation in the present. Additionally, Jesus understood himself and his
followers to be the new temple and the vanguard of the restored Israel who would
appropriate for themselves the role of Israel and the temple in being a light to the nations.
Thus, a gentile mission has its germinal roots in the aims and intentions of Jesus and was
developed in a transformed situation by adherents of the early Christian movement.
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Mission in the New Testament-Ferdinand Hahn 2009-09-01

Picturing Christian Witness-Stanley H. Skreslet 2006-05-03 Christian mission in previous
centuries often drew on images of imperial expansion and war. Today, foreign mission in socalled restricted-access countries is envisioned as a kind of holy espionage. But are
“civilizing” crusades and warfare, even covert, appropriate images to associate with the
good news of Jesus Christ? In Picturing Christian Witness, missiologist Stanley Skreslet
searches for new, more holistic images of mission from Scripture. Skreslet undertakes a
novel exegetical study of mission in the New Testament that focuses on the first followers of
Jesus. Skreslet highlights five actions that depict the witness of these disciples: announcing
good news, sharing Christ with friends, interpreting the gospel, shepherding, and
building/planting. After carefully examining key biblical passages, he draws out the
implications of these five images for the theology of mission and lets each image take shape
visually through an array of Western and non-Western art. Picturing Christian Witness will
provoke students of mission and of the Bible to imagine what mission will look like when
actively embodied by contemporary disciples of Jesus.

Contextualization in the New Testament-Dean Flemming 2009-09-20 Winner of a 2006
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Christianity Today Book Award! Honored as one of the "Fifteen Outstanding Books of 2005
for Mission Studies" by International Bulletin of Missionary Research From Cairo to
Calcutta, from Cochabamba to Columbus, Christians are engaged in a conversation about
how to speak and live the gospel in today's traditional, modern and emergent cultures. The
technical term for their efforts is contextualization. Missionary theorists have pondered and
written on it at length. More and more, those who do theology in the West are also trying to
discover new ways of communicating and embodying the gospel for an emerging
postmodern culture. But few have considered in depth how the early church contextualized
the gospel. And yet the New Testament provides numerous examples. As both a
crosscultural missionary and a New Testament scholar, Dean Flemming is well equipped to
examine how the early church contextualized the gospel and to draw out lessons for today.
By carefully sifting the New Testament evidence, Flemming uncovers the patterns and
parameters of a Paul or Mark or John as they spoke the Word on target, and he brings these
to bear on our contemporary missiological task. Rich in insights and conversant with
frontline thinking, this is a book that will revitalize the conversation and refresh our
speaking and living the gospel in today's cultures, whether in traditional, modern or
emergent contexts.

Mission in the Old Testament-Walter C. Jr. Kaiser 2012-05-01 Walter Kaiser questions
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the notion that the New Testament represents a deviation from God's supposed intention to
save only the Israelites. He argues that--contrary to popular opinion--the older Testament
does not reinforce an exclusive redemptive plan. Instead, it emphasizes a common human
condition and God's original and continuing concern for all humanity. Kaiser shows that the
Israelites' mission was always to actively spread to gentiles the Good News of the promised
Messiah. This new edition adds two new chapters, freshens material throughout, expands
the bibliography, and includes study questions.

New Testament Hospitality-John Koenig 2001-12-03

New Testament Hospitality-John Koenig 2001-12-03

New Testament Theology in Light of the Church's Mission-Jon C. Laansma 2011-11-09
This book offers important new case studies in understanding the theology and praxis of
mission in the New Testament and in reading the New Testament for mission. Significant
scholars from around the world explore aspects of the missional theology of the Gospels,
Acts, Paul, Hebrews, and Revelation. The essays are offered as a fitting tribute to I. Howard
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Marshall--one of the most outstanding evangelical New Testament scholars of his
generation.

Matthew-Charles L Quarles 2017-08-01 The Exegetical Guide to the Greek New Testament
(EGGNT) closes the gap between the Greek text and the available lexical and grammatical
tools, providing all the necessary information for greater understanding of the text. The
series makes interpreting any given New Testament book easier, especially for those who
are hard pressed for time but want to preach or teach with accuracy and authority. Each
volume begins with a brief introduction to the particular New Testament book, a basic
outline, and a list of recommended commentaries. The body is devoted to paragraph-byparagraph exegesis of the Greek text and includes homiletical helps and suggestions for
further study. A comprehensive exegetical outline of the New Testament book completes
each EGGNT volume.

The Acts of the Apostles-P.D. James 1999-01-01 Acts is the sequel to Luke's gospel and
tells the story of Jesus's followers during the 30 years after his death. It describes how the
12 apostles, formerly Jesus's disciples, spread the message of Christianity throughout the
Mediterranean against a background of persecution. With an introduction by P.D. James
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Christian Mission-Stanley E. Porter 2010-09-01 How did a first-generation Jewish
messianic movement develop the momentum to become a dominant religious force in the
Western world? The essays here first investigate the roots of God's mission and the mission
of his people in the Old Testament and Second Temple Judaism, specifically in the Psalms,
Isaiah, and Daniel. The contributions then discuss the mission of Jesus, and how it continued
into the mission of the Twelve, other Jewish believers (in the Gospels, General Epistles, and
Revelation), and finally into Paul's ministry to the Gentiles documented in the book of Acts
and his epistles. These essays reach backward into the background of what was to become
the Christian mission and forward through the New Testament to the continuing Christian
mission and missions today.

Mission of the Messiah-Tim Gray 1998 Mission of the Messiah is a compelling new study
of the Gospel of Luke that presents the messianic mission of Jesus as the fulfillment of Old
Testament prophecy. This book is a must for anyone whose heart is burning to know and
love Christ more profoundly.

Mission in Acts-Robert L. Gallagher 2004
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Translation as Mission-William Allen Smalley 1991 For Christians from New Testament
times on, the Bible has almost everywhere been a translated Bible. For eighteen centuries it
was normally translated into new languages by native speakers, but with the beginning of
the nineteenth century and the modern missionary movement came a burst of missionary
translation around the world. As missionary churches were established and as societies
worldwide were affected by the gospel, people studied the translations, preached from
them, and recounted stories to their children. In many societies these translations were the
foundation for Christian communities, for theology (including indigenous theologies), and a
powerful stimulus to modernization and even secularization reaching beyond the Christian
community.Smalley contends that the theological presuppositions of these missionary
translators varied widely. He argues that some missionary translators were insightful
scholars who probed deeply into the languages and cultures in which they were working;
others were unable to transcend the perspective their own culture prescribed for them.
Earlier missionaries did not always have a clearly formulated theory of translation or an
understanding of what they were doing and why. Eventually, however, a theoretical model
was developed, a model that the majority of translators (both missionary and nonmissionary)
now use. Smalley maintains that the task of Bible translation is now passing out of the hands
of missionaries and back into the hands of native speakers, casting the missionary translator
into significantly changed roles in the translation process.
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God's Mission the the Nations-Andrew Tompkins 2015-06-30 Scripture records a number
o instances in which a follower of the true God interacts with a person or people from the
"nations" outside of Israel. These can be termed inter religious encounters and they contain
many insights on how God has worked in mission in the past. They also contain many
principles that if understood can be applied in the present world of many religions. This
book specifically looks at narratives such as Abraham, Joseph, Daniel, and Elisha
withNaaman and many more to gain insights into how God has done mission in order to
learn ways of doing mission in the present especially in the Hindu context.

The Mission of God's People-Christopher J. H. Wright 2010 In The Mission of God's
People, part of the Biblical Theology for Life series, author Chris Wright offers a sweeping
biblical survey of the holistic mission of the church, providing practical insight for today's
church leaders. Wright gives special emphasis to theological trajectories of the Old
Testament that not only illuminate God's mission but also suggest priorities for Christians
engaged in God's world-changing work.

What Is the Mission of the Church?-Kevin DeYoung 2011-09-08 Social justice and
mission are hot topics today: there's a wonderful resurgence of motivated Christians
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passionate about spreading the gospel and caring for the needs of others. But in our zeal to
get sharing and serving, many are unclear on gospel and mission. Yes, we are called to
spend ourselves for the sake of others, but what is the church’s unique priority as it engages
the world? DeYoung and Gilbert write to help Christians “articulate and live out their views
on the mission of the church in ways that are theologically faithful, exegetically careful, and
personally sustainable.” Looking at the Bible’s teaching on evangelism, social justice, and
shalom, they explore the what, why, and how of the church’s mission. From defining
“mission”, to examining key passages on social justice and their application, to setting our
efforts in the context of God’s rule, DeYoung and Gilbert bring a wise, studied perspective to
the missional conversation. Readers in all spheres of ministry will grow in their
understanding of the mission of the church and gain a renewed sense of urgency for Jesus’
call to preach the Word and make disciples.

A Theology of Matthew-Charles L. Quarles 2013 Jesus Revealed as Deliverer King and
Incarnate Creator.

Jesus and the Forgiveness of Sins-Tobias Hägerland 2011-11-10 The Gospels record that
Jesus purported to forgive sins. What significance would such a claim have had for his
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contemporaries and what would the implications have been for his identity as a first-century
popular prophet? Tobias Hägerland answers these questions and more as he investigates
the forgiveness of sins in the mission of the historical Jesus. The Gospels are interpreted
within the context of first-century Judaism as part of a broader reconstruction of Jesus'
career as a healer and prophet, and rhetorical criticism is introduced as a tool for explaining
how the gospel tradition about Jesus and forgiveness developed. Hägerland combines
detailed exegesis and rigorous methodology with a holistic view of the historical Jesus,
evaluating recent scholarship about first-century Jewish prophets and utilizing previously
neglected textual evidence to present a thorough investigation of the theology of
forgiveness in early Judaism and primitive Christianity.

New Testament Theology-I. Howard Marshall 2010-02-23 I.Howard Marshall's New
Testament theology guides students with its clarity and its comprehensive vision, delights
teachers with its sterling summaries and perceptive panoramas, and rewards expositors
with a fund of insights for preaching.

Creating a Missional Culture-JR Woodward 2013-10-20 Once upon a time, Moses had had
enough. Exhausted by the challenge of leading the Israelites from slavery to the Promised
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Land, Moses cried out to God, "What have I done to displease you that you put the burden of
all these people on me? . . . If this is how you are going to treat me, please go ahead and kill
me" (Exodus 11:11, 15). If that sounds hauntingly familiar to you, you may be the senior
pastor of a contemporary church. The burden of Christian leadership is becoming
increasingly unbearable--demanding skills not native to the art of pastoring; demanding
time that makes sabbath rest and even normal sleep patterns seem extravagant; demanding
inhuman levels of efficiency, proficiency and even saintliness. No wonder pastors seem and
even feel less human these days. No wonder they burn out or break down at an alarming
rate; no wonder the church is missing the mark on its mission. In Creating a Missional
Culture, JR Woodward offers a bold and surprisingly refreshing model for churches--not
small adjustments around the periphery of a church's infrastructure but a radical
revisioning of how a church ought to look, from its leadership structure to its mobilization of
the laity. The end result looks surprisingly like the church that Jesus created and the
apostles cultivated: a church not chasing the wind but rather going into the world and
making disciples of Jesus.

Salvation to the Ends of the Earth-Andreas J. Köstenberger 2020-09-15 The saving
mission of Jesus constitutes the foundation for Christian mission, and the Christian gospel is
its message. This second edition of a classic NSBT volume emphasizes how the Bible
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presents a continuing narrative of God's mission, providing a robust historical and
chronological backbone to the unfolding of the early Christian mission.

Ripe for Harvest-R. J. Gibson 2000 Ripe for Harvest is a contribution to the continuing
debate about the meaning, significance and practise of mission. Aware that the whole field
of missions is marked by controversy and much theological weakness, the contributors to
this volume respond to the call for mission to be set upon firmer biblical theological
foundations. Based on papers presented at Moore College's 1997 School of Theology, this
book offers Scripture-based answers to some of the most important issues encountered by
the modern missionary movement in today's relativistic and pluralist world.

The Biblical Foundations for Mission-Donald Senior 1983 Since the Second World War
the church's history has undergone a profound change. After a long period in which the
gospel had been embedded in a Western European context, it must now be seen in a
pluralist setting, and the full implications of its claims to universality have emerged. This
change is likely to be as significant as the first major change in Christian history, when the
church developed from being a Jewish community to an institution in the Hellenistic world.
What does that mean for the mission and the pastoral life of the church? Christians,
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especially Roman Catholics, from the Third World are well aware of the problems that have
arisen. Solving them cannot just be an administrative matter. There is a need to go right
back to the roots of missionary work. Hence the importance of this new book, strangely
enough the only one of its kind. It considers the traditions and dynamics that shaped Israel's
consciousness of itsdestiny in relation to the Gentiles and which ultimately led Christians to
proclaim the gospel to Gentiles. After this survey of biblical evidence a final chapter
summarizes the results and considers implications for contemporary theology and church
life, and the relationship of Christianity to other religions.

Bible and Mission-Richard Bauckham 2004-01-01 This engaging study provides a new way
of looking at Scripture--one that takes seriously the biblical idea of mission. Richard
Bauckham shows how God identifies himself with particular individuals or people in human
history in order to be known by all. He is the God of Abraham, Israel, and David and, finally,
the one who acts through Jesus Christ. Bauckham applies these insights to the
contemporary scene, encouraging those involved in mission to be sensitive to postmodern
concerns about globalization while at the same time emphasizing the uniqueness of
Christian faith. In doing so, he demonstrates the diversity of Christian faith around the
world. This book will be rewarding reading for pastors, lay readers, and students of
Scripture, mission, and postmodernism.
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The Spirit of the New Testament- 1885

The Best Kept Secret of Christian Mission-John Dickson 2010-06-08 This book comes
out of years of reflection, failures, and some successes in the task of reaching out to others
with the gospel. Many Christians think of the task of mission as an entirely verbal activity,
when perhaps the best kept secret of New Testament teaching about mission is that it
involves a whole range of activities that explicitly promote Christ to the world and draw
others to him, and only a few of them involve speaking. Without diminishing or downplaying
the importance of speaking the gospel, John Dickson shows that, on the other hand,
downplaying the range of activities that promote Christ to the world has its own set of
problems. It can make those who are not confident about speaking—of anything, let alone
Jesus—feel inadequate and self-conscious in the task of reaching out to others. Equally, it
can make those who do have a flair for speaking feel as though they are fulfilling Christ’s
mission just by talking. But the reality is that the Lord wants our whole life, not just our lips,
in the task of bringing the gospel to the world. Every facet of our lives can be used by God
to promote the news of his power and mercy. In this practical guide to the biblical art of
sharing your faith, John Dickson offers refreshing insight into the ways that all Christians
can and should be involved in spreading the good news of Jesus. While not all Christians are
called and gifted to become evangelists, we are all called to promote the gospel through a
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wide range of activities—prayer, financial partnership, good deeds, godly lives, public
worship, daily conversation, etc.—with and without our lips. As readers engage with this
book, grapple with its arguments and hear the stories of people coming to faith, they will be
inspired to see the whole of life as significant for bringing the gospel to the world, and they
will be liberated out of guilt and self-consciousness in evangelism into becoming perfectly
natural promoters of Jesus Christ.

The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to The Romans-Ruth Rendell 1999-01-01 Paul was the
most influential figure in the early Christian church. In this epistle, written to the founders
of the church in Rome, he sets out some of his ideas on the importance of faith in
overcoming mankind's innate sinfulness and in obtaining redemption. With an introduction
by Ruth Rendell

Recovering the Full Mission of God-Dean Flemming 2013-10-01 Should our proclamation
of the gospel be in words or deeds or both? What do the Scriptures say? New Testament
scholar and missionary Dean Flemming takes a look at this disputed question. Rooted in the
Old Testament and covering the Gospels, Paul, Acts, Peter and Revelation, Flemming
provides a biblically sound basis for holistic evangelism.
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Reformation in Foreign Missions-Bob Finley 2005-04-01 After 57 years of service
involving Asia, Africa and Latin America, a veteran missionary is calling for a reformation in
the way foreign missionary work is done. Bob Finley advocates the withdrawal of all
American missionaries from foreign countries, and recommends supporting indigenous
missions instead. He contends that there is no precedent formodern missions in the New
Testament, no mention of apostles going to work in foreign countries, or anyone else being
sent to serve where he did not know the local language.This book is a must read for
pastors,missions committee members, professors of missions, and all other Christians who
are interested in foreign missionary activities of American evangelicals.

River of God-Douglas D. Priest 2012-04-19 River of God is an introduction to world
missions aimed at undergraduate students. However, the readers will soon discover that the
book is rich in its content far beyond the editors' original plan. It serves as a reader for
people with various levels of missiological interest and competence and deals with cuttingedge issues in missions. This book introduces a new paradigm, Kingdom Missiology, which
builds on shalom in the Old Testament and as Jesus applied to the Kingdom of God in the
New Testament. The first half of the book looks at Kingdom Missiology from the biblical,
historical, and cultural dimensions. The second half of the book describes helpful strategies
in the implementation of this paradigm. The importance of urban ministry is woven
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throughout the book. Contributors: Ashley Barker, Gina Bellofatto, Kendi Howells Douglas,
Robert Douglas, Todd Johnson, Robert Kurka, Janice Lemke, Paul McAlister, Mark Moore,
Doug Priest, Greg Pruett, Mike Sweeney, Bill Weber, Donovan Weber, Linda Whitmer, and
Tetsunao Yamamori

Christian Mission in the Modern World-John Stott 2015-12-05 Newly updated and
expanded by Christopher J. H. Wright, John Stott's classic book presents an enduring and
holistic view of Christian mission that must encompass both evangelism and social action.
Through a thorough biblical exploration, Stott provides a biblically based approach to
mission that addresses both spiritual and physical needs.

Mission in the New Testament-Reginald Horace Fuller 1965

For All Peoples-Craig S. Keener 2020-08-27

Miracle and Mission-James A. Kelhoffer 2000 The Longer Ending of the Gospel of Mark
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(Mark 16:9-20) was appended to the Gospel of Mark in the first half of the second century.
James A. Kelhoffer explores this passage's distinct witness to the use of gospel traditions
and the development of Christian thought. Concerning the origin of this passage, he argues
that a single author made use of the New Testament Gospels in forging a more satisfactory
ending to Mark. He studies the passage's sometimes innovative literary forms as well. Also
of interest is the passage's claim that the ascended Lord will help those who believe to
perform miraculous signs - casting out demons, speaking in new languages, picking up
snakes, drinking poison with impunity and healing the sick - when they preach the gospel
(verses 17-18, 20). This expectation is compared with portraits of miracles, especially in the
context of mission, in the New Testament, various apocryphal acts and Christian apologists
of the second and third centuries. In the two final chapters the author interprets the signs of
picking up snakes (verse 18a) and drinking a deadly substance with impunity (verse 18b) in
their history of religions contexts. An Epilogue summarizes the findings of this study and
explores what can be ascertained about the otherwise unknown Christian author of Mark
16:9-20.

The Mission of God-CHRISTOPHER J H WRIGHT 2020-05-21 Most Christians would agree
that the Bible provides a basis for mission. Chris Wright believes that there is actually a
missional basis for the whole Bible - it is generated by, and is all about, God's mission. In
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order to understand the Bible, we need an interpretative perspective that is in tune with this
great missional theme. We need to see the 'big picture' of God's mission and how all parts of
Scripture fit into its grand narrative. In this comprehensive and accessible study, Chris
Wright begins with the Old Testament understanding of who God is, what he has called his
people to be and to do, and where the nations belong within God's mission. These themes
are followed into the New Testament. Throughout, Wright emphasizes that biblically-defined
mission is intrinsically holistic. God's mission is to redeem his whole creation from all that
sin and evil have inflicted upon it, and the mission of God's people must reflect the breadth
of God's righteous and saving love for all he has made.
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